The world is changing

We are Leviat
We are Ready
We are **Leviat**

Leviat unites the expertise, skills and resources of CRH’s construction accessories businesses in a single global organisation.

By combining our individual strengths, we are better equipped to meet the demands of our customers and the complexities of construction projects on any scale, anywhere in the world.

As Leviat, we imagine, model and make innovative products and engineered solutions for a dynamic industry.

We will support ambitious construction partners to build safer, stronger, faster and better, and continue to turn awe-inspiring architectural visions into reality.

**The world is changing.**
**Whatever the future demands of our industry and the world around us, We are Ready.**

**Service**
Leveraging our global engineering resources and manufacturing footprint will enhance our service by making us more agile and responsive.

**Innovation**
Combining our extensive technical expertise and market knowledge, and coordinating all our research and development activities, will allow us to innovate more quickly and more effectively.

**Digital**
Increasing investment and dedicated resources in digital engineering will accelerate our design and service capabilities, and help us support our customers, and their businesses, better.

---

**Our Product Brands**

The former company brands of the CRH construction accessories family have transitioned to product brands within Leviat’s extensive product portfolio.

**Ancon**
Stainless steel support and restraint fixings for masonry cladding, engineered concrete connections and reinforcement continuity systems.

**Aschwanden**
Innovative concrete connections including lean, high strength steel-concrete composite columns and a comprehensive range of acoustic products.

**Connolly**
Dowel and continuous-pour jointing systems for slab on ground applications, such as pavements and industrial concrete floors.

**Halfen**
Comprehensive range of anchoring, reinforcing, framing and façade fixing technology, for both construction and industrial applications.

**Helifix**
Innovative helical wall ties, fixings and masonry repair systems offering concealed, non-disruptive installation techniques.
We are **Ready**

Leviat, a CRH company, is part of the world’s leading building materials business.

These brands are synonymous with high performance, quality and reliability. Backed by even greater company resources and a coordinated approach to research and development, these product ranges will continue to be improved and extended under Leviat’s stewardship.

**3,000**

people worldwide

**60**

locations

**Manufacturing on**

4

continents

**Sales in**

30+

countries

These brands are synonymous with high performance, quality and reliability. Backed by even greater company resources and a coordinated approach to research and development, these product ranges will continue to be improved and extended under Leviat’s stewardship.

**ISEDIO**

Superior jointing systems for industrial concrete floors typically featuring armoured edge protection to reduce maintenance in high traffic areas.

**MB MeadowBurke**

Comprehensive portfolio of engineered construction accessories and safety products for the precast, tilt-up and cast-in-place concrete industries.

**MOMENT**

Wide selection of mechanical rebar splicing technology, precast accessories and post-tensioning systems.

**PLAKA**

Engineered masonry and concrete connections, plus reusable and lost formwork solutions and building site accessories.

**thermomass**

Insulation systems for use in precast, tilt-up and cast-in-place concrete building envelopes, designed for enhanced energy-efficiency and thermal performance.
As one team, we are united by common values. These values underpin the promises we make to our customers and to each other every day.